Guest Opinion: Saudi National Day and Iowa

By Judge Nazar

On October 23 of each year, Saudi Arabia celebrates its National Day. This day is a national holiday observed by the citizens of Saudi Arabia and is a platform for the people of the Kingdom to express their patriotism, unity, and love for their country.

The celebration is marked by a display of Saudi Arabia’s cultural heritage, the parade of national symbols, and the singing of national anthems. The day is also an opportunity for the Saudi people to reflect on their history, achievements, and progress.

This year, the celebration of National Day is particularly significant as it coincides with the arrival of the late King Saud bin Abdulaziz Al Saud, the founder of modern-day Saudi Arabia.

King Saud is remembered for his vision and leadership in establishing the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. He laid the foundation for Saudi Arabia’s modern development and transformation into a modern and economically diverse nation.

As Saudi Arabia continues to grow and develop, it has become an important partner of the United States. The two nations share a strong bond based on mutual respect and shared values.

In conclusion, Saudi National Day is a day of pride and reflection for the people of Saudi Arabia. It is a reminder of the country’s rich history and the progress it has made under the leadership of its kings. The day also serves as a platform for the citizens of Saudi Arabia to express their love for their country and their commitment to its continued success.

In the spirit of this important day, the embassies of Saudi Arabia in the United States are hosting events to celebrate Saudi National Day. These events will highlight the rich cultural heritage of Saudi Arabia and foster greater understanding and appreciation among the people of the United States.

We at the Embassy of Saudi Arabia in the United States join in this celebration and wish all Americans a happy and peaceful National Day.